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It's never too soon to start teaching boys and girls a second language, and this book presents

pages filled with cheerful color pictures that help teach French words to English-speaking children in

early grades. It presents more than 350 illustrations of familiar objects, with nine pictures on each

page. Every picture is labeled with its English word, followed by its French equivalent. The

translated word is followed in turn by a phonetic spelling in smaller type. Words are grouped

according to themes, such as Sports, The Classroom, Fruit, Vegetables, Party Time, Weather, and

many others. For example, the nine illustrations on the Sports page show pictures with bilingual

labels for football, table tennis, skiing, fishing, gymnastics, athletics, cycling, swimming, and

basketball. Here's a fun way for younger English-speaking children to build a basic vocabulary in

French.
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Great picture dictionary! My grandchildren love the idea of saying words in other languages.

Languages bring people together. Better to embrace all people...

Cute idea but the English transliteration of French really is off for many of the words.

I highly recommend this book for bilingual households especially if one parent/care giving does not



know French. I bought it for my 21 month daughter and she loves it since there are many pictures.

This dictionary is organized by themes (one page for items in the living room, the bedroom, farm

animals, feelings...) Words are in both languages with the pronunciation. It is a great book to expand

their vocabulary

PERFECT

Good purchase - just as described. Professional.

This has been a great success for my granddaughter who suddenly decided to teach herself

French. It is fun to help her pronounce words and to have a 'secret' language with her!

Very good book. My wife and son are learning french together. Since she is home with the kids, she

does not always need me to tell her how to pronounce the words as they give a very close phonetic

to french.It is very well illustrated with simple drawings and very colorful. My 2 years old son is quite

excited about this book!

limited vocabulary - seems more effective to list the top 50 frequency words as well as other terms.
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